Now, however, I for one think it high time no longer idly to take it for granted that the British Nurses' Association is a perfect godsend to all nurses, but to consider carefully what this association professes to be able to accomplish, how it sets to work to carry out its proposals, whether it really will be of use to us nurses, and finally whether it will be well for one and all of us to join it without further delay.
would imagine all nurses had hitherto combined to injure,? And why, moreover, should thepublicbeexcluded from belonging to the association ? Is the association afraid that the public will rush in in such large numbers as to be inconvenient ?
To return, the association will endeavour to secure properly trained and efficient nurses to the public by allowing that "every woman actually engaged in nursingis eligible, "though just before it has been stated that " at present, when we hear that a woman is a ' 
